The study of a semigroup in terms of its congruence relations has been used many times in the past. In the case of -semigroups Tamura initiated this study with a paper [9] determining the ^-congruences of an ^-semigroup. Recently, Dickinson [4] has determined the congruences which correspond to homomorphic images having no idempotents as refinements of 9?-congruences. Group congruences on a commutative semigroup have been determined by Tamura and the author [11], but here they are determined for an ^-semigroup from the group of quotients of the ^-semigroup, ^-congruences and group congruences on ^-semigroups are of fundamental importance in characterizing ^-semigroups. In this paper we make a study of all types of congruences on ^-semigroups.
1. Introduction. All semigroups in this paper are commutative semigroups, and all undefined terms may be found in [3] . If S is a semigroup then we will let ££{S) denote the lattice of congruence relations on S. The universal relation and the equality relation on a semigroup S will be denoted by a) and i, respectively, or by cos and i s if we wish to indicate the semigroup S.
The following is a well known theorem concerning congruences.
THEOREM 1.1. Let p &J£(S). Then the set of congruences on S containing p form a sublattice of££(S) which is isomorphic onto ££{S/p).
Let & be some property or condition on semigroups. If p E ££(S) is such that Sip has property @> then p is called a ^-congruence on S, or a congruence on S of type 9.
If A is a subsemigroup of a semigroup S and p E ££{S) then we call p Pi (A x A) (denoted p | A) the restriction of p to A. Also, a congruence p is said to extend a congruence a on A if p | A = a.
We, also, have the following well known correspondence between homomorphisms and congruences.
(A) If /: S ->T is a surjective homomorphism then p f = {(x, y) E S x 5: f(x) = /(y)} is a congruence on S.
(B) If p is a congruence on S then f p (x) = x p is a homomorphism of S onto Sip. Then p /p = p and if we identify S/p f and T we have / w = /.
The following is a useful theorem from [11] concerning the restriction of a group-congruence to an ideal.
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HOWARD HAMILTON THEOREM 1.2. Ifp is a group-congruence on S and J is an ideal of S then a = p\J is a group-congruence on J and Sip = J/cr. Furthermore, p is the unique extension of a to a group-congruence on S. COROLLARY 1.3. The join semilattice of group-congruences on a semigroup S is isomorphic onto the join semilattice of group-congruences on any ideal J of S. The isomorphism is just the restriction of a groupcongruence on S to the ideal J.
We will use Z (Z + ,Z +0 ,Q,Q\R,R + ) to denote the additive semigroup of the integers (positive integers, nonnegative integers, ratlonals, positive rationals, reals, postive reals). Also, Z~ = Z\Z +fi and Z"° = Z\Z + . We will also use • to denote the empty set. A fundamental theorem due to Tamura and Kimura [12] in 1954 states that every commutative semigroup is a semilattice or archimedean semigroups. The fact that a commutative archimedean semigroup has at most one idempotent lead Tamura [6] to the following classification of them: TYPE 1. Archimedean semigroups with an idempotent which is zero. TYPE 2. Archimedean semigroups with a nonzero idempotent. TYPE 3. Cancellative archimedean semigroups with no idempotents. TYPE 4. Noncancellative archimedean semigroups with no idempotents.
A Type 1 semigroup is called a nil semigroup, and a Type 3 semigroup is called an Sft-semigroup. A semigroup of Type 2 has been shown [6] to be an ideal extension of the group of units by a nil semigroup. Thus we will call such a semigroup a GN-semigroup, and we will call a semigroup of Type 4 a T4-semigroup after Dickinson [4] .
Hence the study of commutative semigroups is reduced to the study of these four fundamental types of commutative semigroups and the study of how they are put together to form larger semigroups. Here we concern ourselves only with ^-semigroups.
The following fundamental facts about commutative archimedean semigroups will be used later (see [7] for a proof). Fact 1.1. If S is a commutative archimedean semigroup and a E S then C\ QD n=l a n S is either empty or a kernel of S which is a group.
Fact 1.2. If S is a commutative archimedean semigroup without idempotent then for all x, y E S x / xy.
In 1957 Tamura gave the following characterization of Sft-semigroups [7] . 
Lef S = Z +>0 x G and define an operation on S by
(m, a)(n, j8) = (m + n + I(a, j8), aj8) w,nG Z +o and a, jS G G.
Then under this operation S becomes an ^-semigroup. Conversely, every ^-semigroup is isomorphic to an ^-semigroup obtained in this way.
We use the notation S -(G, I) to denote that S is the ^-semigroup determined as above from the abelian group G and the function
. The function I is sometimes called an /-function or an index-function. The group G is sometimes called a structure group of S.
More recently [10] , Tamura has given another characterization of an -semigroup as a subdirect product of a positive real number additive semigroup and an abelian group. That is, THEOREM 1.5. Let G be an abelian group and let <p: G -> R + be a function such that
cp (e) = 1 where e is the identity element of G.
( When we are using this characterization of an 9^-semigroup S we will write S = (G, <p). If we are given cp: G ->R + satisfying conditions (1.5) thru (1.7) then we get an index-function I; GxG->Z +Q by defining I (a, /3) = q> (a) + <p(/3)-<p (a/3) for all a, /3 E G. In this case we have the ^-semigroup (G, /) is isomorphic to the Sft-semigroup (G, cp). We will sometimes abuse the notation and write (G, I) = (G, 9 ), and we will work with the two characterizations simultaneously.
Let S be an ^-semigroup then since S is commutative and cancellative it has a group of quotients ^ = ^(S) which is the smallest group into which we can embed S, in the following sense: If S can be embedded into a group G then $ can be embedded in G. That is, ^ is the Grothendieck group (see [5] ) of S. We can view ^ as S x S/ = where for x, y, w, and t; in S (x,y) = (u,v) (G,I ) is an ^-semigroup then we can obtain ^ as the abelian group extension (Z, G; /) of Z by G with respect to the factor system /: G x G->Z defined by /(a, j8) = I(a,j3)-1. That is, <S = Z x G with the following operation: For ((m, a)), ((n, ]8)) E Z x G let ((m, a))((n, /3)) = ((m + n + /(a, 0), a/3)). REMARK 1.1. We use the double parentheses ((,)) to denote elements of $ and single parentheses (,) to denote elements of S. S = (G, I) is embedded in <S = (Z,G\ f) when / = / -1 by taking (m, a) E 5 to ((m + 1, a)) E % Thus S can be identified with its image, {((m,a))<E<S: m >0}, in % REMARK 1.2. The identity element of $ is ((0, e)) where e is the identity element of % and the inverse of ((m,a) ) is ((-m-/(a,a 1 ),a-1 )). In this paper we will be concerned with the study of ^-semigroups in terms of their congruence realtions, equivalently in terms of their homomorphic images. Note that every homomorphic image of an archimedean semigroup is again an archimedean semigroup. Hence every factor semigroup of an ^-semigroup is one of the four types listed earlier.
We now introduce some notation to denote certain subsets of when S is an Sft-semigroup. set of cancellative congruences on S. = the set of group-congruences on S. = the set of Sft-congruences on S. = the set of nil-congruences on S. = the set of Rees-congruences on S. = the set of GN-congruences on S. = the set of T4-congruences on S.
2. Cancellative congruences. In this section we study £ C (S) where S is an Sft-semigroup and show that it is a complete modular sublattice of ££{S). We also give three characterizations of the congruences in J£ C (S). Here we also study the problem of when ZB G {S) and CS£H(S) are sublattices of £ C (S) . This leads to a characterization of the power-joined ^-semigroups.
As an immediate extension of Lemma 1.1 in [9] we have the following lemma. 
tells us that i?(^) is isomorphic onto ^C(S).
That is, if p E i?($) corresponds to h and p E ££ C {S) corresponds to h then p-> p is an order preserving one-to-one map of =S?(^) onto Z£ C {S) whose inverse is also order preserving. Thus since i?( < S) is a lattice so is cS? c (S). Recall that the lattice of congruences on a group is isomorphic onto the lattice of normal subgroups of the group and is therefore a modular lattice [1] . We, therefore, have the following theorem. Then K is a subgroup of <& and every subgroup of $ is obtained in this way.
Proof. Assume that we have H, h and A given and let K be as defined from /f, h and A in the statement of the theorem. Then choose ((*, a)) and ((y, j8)) in K. We have Since if is a subgroup of G, a/3 1 EH. Thus to show that K is a subgroup of $ we need to show that x -y -/(j3, p~1) + f(a, j8~1) = ft^jS'^modA.
By the definition of K we have x == ft (a) mod A and y =h( (3) Conversely, let K be a subgroup of c) )) denotes the subgroup of $ generated by ((1, e)) then we have K e = <((1, e))> H K is a subgroup of (((1, €))) = Z. Hence K € = Z or K e = {((0, e))}. Let A GZ + '° be such that ((A, e)) is the generator of X € . Next, for each a EH choose an integer ft (a) such that ((ft (a), a))EK a then a » ft (a) is a map ft: //-»Z such that (2.2) holds. Property (2.2) follows from the fact that K is closed under the multiplication in ^ and the fact that K a = K e -((ft (a), a)). This completes the proof of the theorem.
The problem with this characterization of the subgroups of $ is that it is not one-to-one. Note that K uniquely determines H and A but not ft, unless A = 0. In the next theorem we remedy this situation by replacing ft by a homomorphism k: H-»R/(A) where R/(A) is the additive group of real numbers factored by the subgroup of integral multiples of A, A G Z +o . We will denote the subgroup K of $ determined by H, ft and A with (2.2)asK = (H,ft,A). (2.2) and the theorem is proved.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5 we have a one-to-one correspondence between subgroups K of ^ and triples {H, fc, A} where H is a subgroup of G, A G Z +o and fc is a homomorphism of H into J? /(A) such that (2.3) holds. We write K = [H, fc, A ] to denote that X is determined from (or determines) H, fc, and A as above. We now describe the cancellative congruences on S determined by That is, f(a, j6) = I (a, j8) -1 for all a, (3 E G. Since / is a a factor set and TT A is a homomorphism, we have that f A is a factor set. Property (2.2) for /* and the fact that TT A is a homomorphism imply that (2.6) M«)+ MIS)-M*18) = A(«, 18) for all a, jS E H.
Thus f A is a transformation set and thus it is equivalent to the trivial factor set ®: We can get a function h: H-*Z by simply choosing for each a EH a representative /i(a) from 7r A (c(a)). From (2.6) with /i A replaced by c we have that h satisfies (2.2). We therefore have the following theorem. THEOREM 
Let H be a subgroup of G and A E Z +o . There exists a function h: H-> Z satisfying (2.2) if and only if the abelian group extension (H, Z/(A);f A ) is equivalent to the direct product H x (Z/(A)), that is, if and only if f A is a transformation set.
Next we will separate t£ c {S) into its two pieces i? G (S) and LEMMA 
Let pE% c (S) for S = (G, I) such that (m, a)p(n, a) for some a E (3 and m,n E Z +o with m^ n. Then p E Z£ G (S) and p corresponds to a subgroup K of ^ such that K = (H, h,A) with A >0 for some subgroup H of G and h: H-^> Z satisfying (2.2).
Proof. Assume m>n and (m,a) 
And since p is a cancellative congruence we have (0, €) m " n+1 p(0, e)\ hence Sip has an idempotent. Thus pE£ G (S). Now let K = (H, h,A) correspond to p. Recall that A = 0 if and only if Xn(((l,e))) = {((0,6))}. Well (0,e)p(0,e) m -" +1 implies that ((^^((l.e^eK and ((1, €))"-+I ((l f e)r = ((m -n + 1, e))((-1, e)) = ((m -n, e)) E K with m -n > 0; therefore, K n <((1, e))> ^ {((0, e))} and so A > 0.
Let ^(S) = {p6i?c(S): P corresponds to (H,fr,A) with A >0}. Since a homomorphic image of a group is a group, it is immediate that 3? G (S) is a join subsemilattice of S£ C {S) and that ^(S) is a meet subsemilattice of < THEOREM 2.9. i^(S) is a sublattice of % C (S).
Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 2.8 and property (2.4) An Sft-semigroup S = (G, I) = (G, 9) is said to be power-joined if for all x, y E S there exists m,nEZ+ such that x m = y n . From [2] we see that S is power joined if and only if G is a periodic abelain group. Tamura [9] has shown that if S is power joined then ^(S) is a sublattice of J£ C (S) isomorphic to the lattice of subgroups of the subgroup H of G defined by H = {a E G: <p(a) E Z + }. Hence if S is power joined then i^(S) is a modular lattice. (((l,e) )) and K 2 = < ((1, a)) ). Then X, n S^ • for i = 1,2 so that X! and K 2 correspond to group congruences on S. But since a has infinite order, KiC\ K 2 = {((0, e))} is an Sft-kernel and so the group congruences of S are not closed under intersection. Hence SB G (S) is not a sublattice of Z£(S).
Thus if S is a power joined Sft-semigroup we have £6 C (S) is the disjoint union of the two sublattices «S? G (S) and i?9t(S). Although power joinedness is a sufficient condition on S to make <2H(S) a sublattice of J£(S), it is not necessary because every irreducible Sft-semigroup (i.e. an Sft-semigroup with no proper 5ft-homomorphic images) has only i as an Sft-congruence. The following corollary to Proposition 2.11 gives us a large number of examples of ^-semigroups for which J£W(S) is a sublattice of <£{S). Those for which the structure group G is not a periodic group show that power joinedness is not necessary to make S£^{S) a sublattice of 2{S).
COROLLARY 2.12. If S = Z + x G for some abelian group G then is a sublattice of S£{S).
Proof. Z + x G is isomorphic onto the $ft-semigroup (G, i) where I (a, p) = l for all a,pEG.
Hence given h t : H t^> Z~f i (i = 1,2) we have (2.7) is obviously satisfied. REMARK 
Note that condition (2.7) implies that h t (a) = h 2 (a) for all a E H x (1 H
since h is unique for an ^-congruence. This can be shown directly also.
General congruences.
Here we make a study of the general congruences on an ^-semigroup S = (G, I). We first study ideals of S and relate them to certain functions from G into Z +o . This yields a characterization of 5£ R (S). Next, we associate a particular ideal J p of S with each congruence p on S and use its emptiness or nonemptiness to separate the congruences on S into two types. The first being those which do not relate elements of S with the same second coordinate denoting the collection of those congruences by J£ n (S). Then the other type is shown to be the intersection of a group-congruence with a nil-congruence. We go on to give characterizations of members of i£ n (S) and 3? N (S) .
Throughout this section we will assume that S = (G, I). Let J be an ideal of S. For each a E G let G a = {m E Z +o : (m,a)E J}. 
H / = D then for each a E G G a = O and so we will define ij/(a) = oo for all a E G where oo is adjoined to Z
+o as a largest element under ^ and as a zero under addition (that is, x + oo = oo + x = oo + oo = oo for all x E Z +o ). The resulting ordered semigroup being denoted by Z^°. In any case, an ideal / determines a function ijj: G -> Z^° such that (3.3) il/(a) + J(a, j3) g ^(aj8) for all a, j3 E G.
Proof. (i|f(a),a)G/ implies that ) + /(«, j8), a/3) E J for all a,j3£G. Hence i//(a) + I (a, p) G G aP , so (3.3) holds and we are done. A function \\J: G -> Z*'° satisfying (3.3) is called an ideal function on G.
Conversely, given an ideal function if/ we obtain an ideal / of S by Again we assume that we have our 9?-semigroup S determined as (G, I). Let p be a congruence on S. Define J p = {(m, a) G S: there exists (n, a) G S with n^ m (3.5) and (m,a)p(n, a)}.
Claim. J p is an ideal of S (possibly empty).

Proof. If Jp/O let (m,a)EzJ p then there exists n^m such that {m,a)p{n,a).
Let (/, y)GS then (Z, y)(m, a)p(l, y)(n, a) and so (/ + m + /(% a), ya)p{l + n + I(y, a), ya) and / + m + I(y,a)/ 1 + n + I(y,a) since m/ n. Hence (/, y)(m, a)G J p . Thus / p is an ideal. , a)(m -/ -1, e)p(l, a)(m -I -1, e) so that (2m -/,a)p(m,a) and 2m -l>m. Thus (m,a)G J. And we have shown J P CJ and hence / = J p . ). Hence, since p is a transitive relation we have (n, j3)p(n + /, j3) and so by Lemma 3.1 (n, j8)G / p .
We will denote the ideal function associated with J p by i/r p . Our problem of determining all congruences on S is reduced to determining the nil-congruences on S and the congruences with J p = Q We know the group-congruences on S from §2. We will denote the collection of those congruences p on S with J p = • by &n(S).
We will now show that the congruences in 3? D (S) are quite simply determined by the pairs of columns in S which contain p-related elements of S and by the first elements of these columns which are p-related.
Let p E S£ U {S). Define a relation a p on G by Claim. a p is a congruence on G.
Proof. Reflexivity and symmetry of a p follow from the same properties for the congruence p. To see that cr p is transitive let acr p p and pa p y for a, j8, y E G. Then there are m, n, fc, / E Z +o such that (m, a)p(n, j8) and (fc, j3)p(/, y). Assume k ^ n then (m + k -n, a)p(n + fc -n, j3) = (fc, /3)p(/, y) so that by transitivity of p we have aa p y. The case where fc < n is CONGRUENCES ON ^-SEMIGROUPS 439 handled in the same way. Thus a p is transitive. To check that a p is compatible let a, j3 G G with aa p p and let y EG. We need to show that ayGr p py. Well, acr p {} implies that there are m,n G Z +o such that (m, a)p(n, j8) then (m + I(a, y), ay) = (m, a)(0, y)p(n, j3)(0, y) = (n + /(/3, y), /3y) so that aycr p /3y. Thus o-p is a congruence on G.
Next we define a function <\> p : v p -+ Z +o (first used by Dickinson [4] to determine T4-congruences) by considering cr p as a subset of G x G. If (a, /3) G cr p then define (3.8) 0 p (a, /3) = min{m: (m, a)p(n, j3) for some n G Z +o }.
It then follows that (<f> p (a, j8) , a)p(<^p(j8, a), j8) whenever a<r p /3 and hence by Lemma ( Thus p is determined by a congruence cr p on G and a map (j) p : a p ->Z + '°. The natural question is when do a congruence a on G and a map $: o--»Z +i° determine a congruence relation by (3.9) or (3.9')? That is, what are the defining properties of <j> p and its relation to p p ? We now present a collection of lemmas which determine these properties and relations, and then in Theorem 3.12 we choose from among this collection of necessary conditions on a and (f> those which are sufficient to determine a congruence on S by (3.9'). REMARK 3.3. The reader will notice that some of the following lemmas are quite similar to statements proven by Dickinson [4] . In Dickinson's proofs he used the link between "0-functions" and "dfunctions" (d -functions were introduced by Tamura in characterizinĝ -congruences). Note that here I have deleted the need for the d -function and its properties by essentially restating the d -function properties in terms of <^. That is, d is really determined by <f>. If acr p p and pa p y for a, j8 , y E G then we have
We will give a proof assuming that <f) p (f},y)( t> p ((3, a) . The proof for the opposite inequality is identical. Let <£p(ft y) = <£PO3, «) + fc with fc E z+ '°-Then b y Lemma 3.2
Hence by Lemma 3.8
k -<^p(j8, y)+ ^p(j8 5 y)-and we are done. We now state the theorem which gives us the converse to the above characterization of p E i? n (S). If we define a relation p on S by (3.9 ; ) then p E i? n (S). We denote p = (a, <£).
Proof. Clearly, if p defined from a and <f> by (3.9') is a congruence on S then J p = • and so p G <£ n (S) . To see that p is in «5?(S), note that (D.l) implies that p is reflexive and the definition of p clearly makes p a symmetric relation. Now let (m, a)p(n, /3) and (n, j3)p(/, y) then m = <£(a,j3)+fc, n = <^(j8,a)+fe = 0(/3, y)+r, and / = <£(y,/3) + r for some )c,rEZ +i0 . Hence <j!>G3,a) + fc -min{fc,r} = <£(A y) + r -min{fc,r} and minffc -minjfc, r}, r-min{fc, r}} = 0 so by (D.2) there exists s G Z We need only show that this number on either side of (b) is nonnegative, equivalently, the number on either side of (a) is nonnegative. Note that -<l> (ay,(iy) + mm{<l>(ay,Py) ,<l)(py,ay)} = 0 or -<t>(Py,ay) + min{$(ay, j3y), <f>(@y, ay)} = 0; hence, in the first case the left-hand side of (a) is clearly nonnegative and in the second case the right-hand side of (a) ) we have (m, a)p(n, j8). Proof that p is the smallest cancellative congruence on S containing p = (a, <f)): Let (m, a)r(n, j8) where r is any cancellative congruence on S containing p. We have (m, a) = (m -l,a)(0, e) and (n, ]8) = (n -1, j3)(0, e) if m -1 and n -1 are nonnegative. Hence (m, a)r(n, P) implies (m -1, a)T(n -1, j8 ) if m -1 and n -1 are nonnegative. Similarly, (m -2, a)r(n -2, j8) if m-2 and n-2 are nonnegative, etc. Thus (<£(<*,j3),a)r(c^(j8,a),j8) and so rDp. This completes the proof. COROLLARY 3.14. Lef (cr,0)Ei? n (S). 77ien (cr,<t>)e£ c (S) if and only if for all a, (3 E G wif/i ao-jS we /iaue <£ (a, j8) = 0 or <f> (/3, a) = 0.
The proof of this corollary is contained in the proof that p is a cancellative congruence in Theorem 3.13.
We will now determine the triple (H,h,A), from Theorem 2.4, associated with p = (cr, <£). We now turn to the characterization of the nil-congruences on S. Let p EcS? N (S). Let / p be the p-class of S which is the zero of Sip. Let TT: S -> S/p be the natural map then / p = TT" 1^) ; hence, / p is an ideal of S and p\J fL = o) Jp . From this it is easy to see that J p is that ideal of S defined by (3.5) . Let ^p: G -> Z +o be the ideal function on G associated with J p . Note that the relation cr p on G defined by (3.7) is <y G . We define (^p:w G = GxG^ Z +o by (3.8 Lemma 3.9 in the proof by Lemma 3.19 above. LEMMA 3.21 . for all a,fty£G <t> p (a, j6) + I(a, y)^ 0 p (ay,j3y) and if<f> p (a, j8) + I(a, y)< ^(a, y) f/ien <fr,(a, j3) + I(a, y)-<fr,(ay, j3y) = Proo/. This follows from the compatibility of p, Lemma 3.18 and the definition of (f> p .
We are now ready to state and prove the theorem which characterizes all nil-congruences on S. r/ie relation p defined by (3.11) is in i?iv(S), and euery congruence in is obtained in this way. We denote p by (fa <f>).
Proof (3.11) and (N.I) make it immediate that p is reflexive and symmetric. To see that p is transitive let (m, a)p(n, ]8) and (n, j3)p(/, y). If m g i/r(a), n g <K/3), and / g i/r(y) then by (3.11) we have (m, a)p(l, y). Thus we will assume that m < i//(a), n < i/r(/8) and / < i^(y). Let r, sE Z +o be such that m = 0(a, j8) 4-r, n = <£(j3, y) + r = (^(|8,y) + x, and / = <f>(y, j8) + s. Using (N.4) here as we used (n.2) in the proof of Theorem 3.12, we have the transitivity of p. We now turn to the compatibility of p.
Let ( . Thus in all cases we have (m, a)(/, y)p(n, J8)(/, y) and so p is a congruence on S. Clearly the p-class of (i^(a), a), a G G, is a zero of Sip. Hence Sip is a nil semigroup and p E i? N (S).
